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In spite of the fact that Republicans only
number 26% across the blue state of California,
amazingly, we won many “top 2” key positions
making it so that Republican candidates will vie
for those positions in the November elections. It
probably helped that there was a low turnout
(only 22%), and that there were many Democrat
candidates running for key positions that split the
vote. According to the Secretary of State’s
Office, here are the results and the percentages:
For Governor: Republican John Cox (26.2%)
vs. Democrat Gavin Newsom (33.4%). The other
favored Republican candidate Assemblyman
Travis Allen came in 4th with 9.7 %. That is still
good with 27 candidates in total running.
Secretary of State: (R) Mark Meuser (32%) vs.
(D) incumbent Alex Padilla (51.5%)
Controller: (R) Konstantinos Roditis (35%) vs.
(D) Betty Yee (60.9%)
Treasurer: (R) Greg Conlon (22%) vs. (D) Fiona
Ma (43.2%)
Attorney General: (R) Judge Steven Bailey
(25.3%) vs. (D) Xavier Becerra (45.3%)
Insurance Commissioner: (Independent) Steve
Poizner (41.3%) vs. (D) Ricardo Lara (40.6%)
Superintendent of Public Instruction:
(Reform-minded) (D) Marshall Tuck (37.1%) vs.
(Union-backed) (D) Tony Thurmond (34.3%)
US Senate: Sorry to say no republican made it to
the top two.
Dianne Feinstein (age 84)
got 43.8% of the votes and Kevin DeLeon came
in second with 11.3%. Republican Paul Taylor,
the candidate many Eagle Forum members were
supporting came in 5th with 5.1%. That was still
good out of 32 candidates running.
Shanon Grove - District 16 - (R) a favorite
former assemblywoman now running for state
senate got 59.9% of the votes.
Republican Candidates for Congress Still in
the Running: Tim Donnelly - District 8 with
22.6%, he appears to be in the top two with a
runoff against incumbent (R) Paul Cook 41.5%.
Duncan Hunter Jr. - District 50 - 48.7 % votes.
Tom McClintock - District 4 - 52.1% votes.
Doug La Malfa - District 1 - has 51.8%.
Dana Rohrabacher - District 48 - has 30.4% out
of 16 candidates.

Editor: Carol Pascoe

No More Democrat Voter Fraud still Big in California;
Super Majority in the
Senate! In a recall
election in Orange
County, voters
removed Freshman
Democratic Senator Josh Newman of Fullerton
from office over his vote to raise gas taxes last year.
They elected in his place former Republican
Assemblywoman Ling Ling Chang. That means
Senate Democrats won't hold the 2/3 majority
needed to pass unstopped tax and fee increases.

Another Successful Recall was Santa Clara
County’s Superior Court Judge Aaron Persky,
who had been accused of giving a lenient
sentence to a rapist. Persky is the first sitting
Cal. judge recalled in more than 80 years.
A Republican-backed petition effort to repeal
the gas tax increase will likely be on the Nov.
ballot. 940,000 signatures have been gathered
far in excess of the required 584,000.
Result of State-Wide Ballot Measures:
68 - Natural Resource Bond - $4 billion to be used
for improving parks, environment, fixing water
infrastructure and flood protection. It passed 44%.
69 - Transportation Revenue - Restrictions and
Limits - Supposedly this would make sure the
money designated for transportation would go
where it is supposed to go. But money raised by the
gas tax would be exempt. It passed by 19.6%.
70 - Greenhouse Gas Reduction Reserve Fund The money collected by CARB (California AirQuality Resource Board) selling Cap-and-Trade
credits would go into this account and could not be
diverted to other causes. It would require a
legislative supermajority vote in 2024 approving
use of Cap-and-Trade funds. Fortunately, this was
defeated by 63.6%.
71 - Ballot Measures: Effective Date - This would
move the date of when ballot initiatives can be put
into effect to the 5th day after the Secretary of State
certifies the election results. This would assure that
all the votes by mail would have sufficient time to
be counted. This passed by 23.2% of the vote.
72 - New Construction: Rain-Capture - This will
prevent a property tax increase on homeowners who
install rainwater recycling systems that help store
water and lower water bills. This passed by 16.7%.

Voter Fraud Still Big in the Golden State:
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Voter Fraud Big in the Golden State:

Eleven California
counties in 2016
posted votes in
excess of their
registered voters.
Not surprisingly,
they were all
votes for Hillary.

Judicial Watch has been investigating voter fraud across the
nation. They have discovered that there are 462 counties that
had over 100% people voting in 2016. The worst counties
they discovered for “ghost voters” were Los Angeles and San
Diego. LA used to have 112 % over-registered voters which
equals 707,475. In 2016, it is now 144 % of its registered
citizens voting. San Diego had 138 %, which translates into
810,966 over-registered ghost voters.
When all the ghost votes are totaled from all 11 counties,
“California is a veritable haunted house, teeming with
1,736,556 ghost voters.”
Take a Stand Against Marijuana: For our May 17,
Sonoma County Eagle Forum meeting, along with two other
speakers, we heard from Moira Jacobs, who is part of a group
in Sonoma County fighting the legalization of commercial
marijuana - www.SOS Neighborhoods.com.
Join the SOS Neighborhood Group and Speak out
against Marijuana before the Board of Supervisors
meetings at 575 Administration Drive, Room 100 A.
SOS stands for “Save our Sonoma
County.” The group feels tax payers
should be saved from being forced to
support and subsidize commercial
marijuana operations, especially when
they are harming the residence of our
county.
Here are the many ways in which residence are harmed:
Marijuana plants have been altered. The potency is
now 10-40 times stronger than in prior years. The THC
(mind altering chemical) continues to negatively affect
memory and emotional processing, organs and bodily
systems for days and weeks after use. It is also found to
reduce the IQ after continued use.
It is a gateway drug.
Marijuana affects the same
receptor part of the brain as heroin; it primes the brain to seek
for stronger drugs. It causes and exacerbates: addiction,
depression, psychosis, schizophrenia, hallucination,
psychotic breaks, violent acts, anxiety, loss of memory,
perception, motor skills, mental degeneration
Smoking Pot increases driving accidents, crime and
rape crimes, even murders. Did you know that 9 out of 11
recent murders in Sonoma County took place on pot farms?

The killers were looking for pot and cash hidden
somewhere on the farm, since they know that the pot
growers are not allowed to put their money in banks. The
federal government still considers marijuana illegal, so
federal banks cannot allow pot growers to deposit money.
Sonoma County passed the ordinance that Cannabis
farmers would be allowed to grow pot legally for
commercial use mainly thinking they would get taxes
coming back to help the county. However, since there are
no checks or bank transactions to trace, often the pot is sold
under the table, and there are no taxes coming to the city.
June 12 - 9:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Day of Action Rally, west
steps of the State Capitol Against AB 2943 - a Bill which is
Trying to Silence and Hinder Religious Liberty:

AB 2943 - Is Entitled “Unlawful Business Practice sexual orientation change effort” It essentially would
make illegal “under California’s consumer fraud law” any
attempt for a church pastor, leader, counselor to give
“conversion therapy” to any adult person questioning their
sexual orientation and seeking help to change that
orientation. The state legislators have already passed a bill
that would ban anyone giving any such therapy to a minor
under the age of 18. AB 2943 has already passed the
Assembly and is now onto the Senate Judiciary Committee,
where it will be heard on Tuesday afternoon at 1:30 p.m..
The bill will also ban along with counseling any books,
literature, and conferences which would be dealing with this
subject of gender or sexual orientation. Would that also ban
the Bible, which also mentions such words?
The California Family Council, with which Eagle Forum
of California is closely aligned, is co-hosting the Day of
Action Rally to speak out against this bill. Jonathan Keller,
CEO, made the following statement about this bill:
The implications of AB 2943 are staggering. Despite
attempts to spin the bill as “narrowly tailored,” its
effects spread far beyond merely regulating licensed
therapists…it threatens religious non-profits, churches
and pastors. Anybody who provides paid resources and
services to help people practice their faith…will be in
the crosshairs if this bill is signed into law.
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SB 320 - Attack on the
Liberties of Universities
to Say What is Provided
in their Own Health
Clinics:
If this bill passes then all CSU and UC colleges would
be mandated to offer their women students chemical
abortion drugs. The bill states that the drugs are “extremely
safe,” but that is not the case. The following is what Orlean
Koehle wrote about the safety issue on Eagle Forum
letterhead stationary that was sent to the Assembly
Education Committee, where the bill will also be heard on
June 12:
“Chemical abortions are very painful, cause
enormous bleeding and sometimes death.” RU-486
requires a two-step process of starving the unborn baby to
death and a subsequent chemical application for expulsion
of the dead child. With one young girl, the cramping,
nausea, the pain, and constant bleeding lasted continuously
for 12 hours. There are also side effects that can go on for
months. Some complications result in bacterial infections
that ended in the death of four California women.
According to 2006 statistics from the New York Times, the
rate of death of women who have taken RU-486 is one in
100,000. According to a 2011 report by the FDA (US Food
and Drug Administration), ‘14 American women died,
and 2,207 reported serious adverse side effects, 612 women
required hospitalizations, 339 experienced blood loss
significant enough to require a transfusion, 256
experienced infections, and 48 women experienced severe
infections.’ Do we want any of our college students to risk
being part of any such statistics?”
If any of you can attend the rally about AB 2943 and
also speak out at the both of hearings (at 1:30 p.m.), it
would me much appreciated. For those of you who can’t
come, please call the members of the committees Monday
or Tuesday morning and express your opposition and please
pray that these two bills will be stopped.
To oppose AB 2943, call the members of the Senate
judiciary committee:
Senator Hannah-Beth Jackson (Chair) 916-651-4020
Senator John Moorlach (Vice Chair) 916-651-4037
Senator Joel Anderson 916-651-4038
Senator Robert M. Hertzberg 916-651-4018
Senator Bill Monning 916-651-4017
Senator Henry Stern 916-651-4027
Senator Bob Wieckowski 916-651-4010
To oppose SB 320 - call the 13 members of the Assembly
Education Committee by going to this link which gives
their numbers: http://ahed.assembly.ca.gov/membersstaff
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Attack Continues on our 2nd Amendment Rights:
(Submitted by Capt. Phil Graf, our Issue Director of 2nd
Amendment Rights) Here’s a list of companies that have
been influenced by the uninformed, hysterical Parkland
children, none of whom understand the linkage between
gun control and tyranny, all of whom buy into the illogical
argument that to stop deranged murderers, we should
penalize all those who didn’t do the crime; and who ignore
the evidence that, if present, armed citizens are the first line
of defense of the unarmed innocent. (Like the NRA
instructor who used his AR15 to stop the Texas church
murderer.)
Banks Attempt at Gun Control: Banks and credit card
companies are exploring ways to detect when their
customers are purchasing firearms and firearm accessories.
The Wall Street Journal references sources suggest
financial companies have explored creating a new
credit-card code for firearms dealers, similar to how
they code restaurants, or department stores. These
sources believe that efforts to detect gun purchases
‘could be a prelude to restricting such transactions.’
Another option would be the opportunity for banks and
credit card companies to begin compiling a list highlighting
the types of guns Americans are purchasing and the
frequency at which those purchases are occurring.
Access to such data could also “allow banks to restrict
purchases at certain businesses.”
Corporate Gun Control: This emerged as a new
battleground against the Second Amendment in the days
and weeks following the Parkland school shooting. It began
with a campaign against the NRA, wherein companies were
pressured to cease offering discount rates to the NRA’s five
million members.
February 24, just ten days after the Parkland shooting,
Breitbart News reported that over a dozen companies had
cut ties with the NRA; such companies as: First National
Bank of Omaha; Enterprise Rent-A-Car; Symantec;
Metlife; Delta Airlines; United; Best Western; Alamo Rent
a Car; Avis; Allied Van Lines; Budget; Chubb Insurance;
Hertz; North American Van Lines; Paramount RX.
Good Things are
Happening - Faculty
Armed at the Medina
Ind. Texas School
District: This sign has
been posted since
2016. They seem to
have no problem with
any gun violence at any
of their schools.
I
wonder why?
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Eleven-Year Old Girl Marksman Defends Her Home
Against Robbers and Killers: Two illegal aliens, Ralphel
Resindez, 23, and Enrico Garza, 26, probably believed they
would easily overpower a home-alone 11-year-old girl
named Patricia Harrington after her father had left their
two-story home.
But these crooks did not seem to know two important
facts: They were in Montana and little Patricia had been a
clay-shooting champion since she was nine.
Patricia was in her upstairs room when the two men
broke through the front door of the house. She quickly ran
to her father's room and grabbed his 12-gauge Mossberg
500 shotgun
Resindez was the first to get up to the second floor, only
to be the first to catch a near point blank blast of buckshot
from Patricia’s knee-crouch aim. He suffered fatal wounds
to his abdomen and genitals.
When Garza ran to the foot of the stairs, he took a blast
to the left shoulder and staggered out into the street where
he bled to death before medical help could arrive. It was
found out later that Resindez was armed with a stolen 45caliber handgun he took during another home invasion
robbery. That victim, 50-year-old David 0'Burien, was not
so lucky. He died from stab wounds to the chest.
Somehow this story never made it on NBC, CBS, PBS,
MSNBC, CNN, or ABC news. Wouldn’t that make
exciting headlines “An 11-year-old girl, properly trained,
defended her home and herself against two murderous,
illegal immigrants and she won. She is still alive. Now
THAT is Gun Control!

Social Media Addiction: How many people do you notice
constantly looking at their cell phone or I pad, constantly
texting, even on a date. It is almost like they no longer
know how to carry on a conversation with other people,
except by texting. It has gotten so bad, doctors are even
concerned with the permanent curvature that is forming at
the back of the neck and back affecting younger and
younger people. They have labeled it “text neck.”
This addiction is becoming an increasing compulsion.

Thought for the Day - Calling an illegal alien an
“undocumented immigrant” is like calling a drug dealer an
“unlicensed pharmacist.”
The Sham of the Paris Climate Accord - Thanks to
Nicolas Loris from the Daily Signal for the following:
Many world leaders criticized Donald Trump’s decision
to withdraw the U.S. from the Paris Climate Accord. But,
now they are finding, themselves, that no nation can abide
by the high demand of the accord for emissions reductions
and survive.
Countries are finding that they prefer economic growth
to emissions reductions. Most of the countries who signed
the accord have actually had to resort to more use of coal
for energy production and are, thus, producing more
emissions, not reducing them. Which countries? Brazil,
Japan, Poland, South Korea, and even Germany, the world
leader and promoter on climate change. “Compliance with
the Paris Agreement globally has been nothing short of
dismal. In fact, most nations will soon fail to meet their
agreement-defined deadlines.”

The University of Chicago recently conducted a study
and found social media to be even more addictive than
cigarettes and alcohol. “Addictions are, after all, about
feeding a compelling urge, and one of the greatest human
urges is the yearning to feel connected and a part of
something larger. Nothing satisfies this particular urge like
logging on and being social with the masses at any hour of
the day or night. Desires for social media are difficult to
control because of the easy-access availability of it, and
because giving in to these urges are far less harmful than
giving into drugs or nicotine.”
Research also shows the correlation between low selfesteem and social network addiction. Being social online is
easier for people who suffer from self-esteem issues. They
don’t have to actually face and feel shy or self-conscious
around other people.
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Fake News by the CDC and CBS Pushing Vaccinations:
From an article by Jon Rappoport
Rappaport tells of a film called Vaxxed, that has been
showing in theaters and on you tube across America and
overseas. “Audiences are stunned by its revelations.”
“Vaxxed exposes a huge scandal at the Center for
Disease Control (CDC), where a long-time researcher, Dr.
William Thompson, confessed in 2014 that he and
colleagues committed gross fraud in a study of the MMR
vaccine. Thompson admitted that evidence showed the
vaccine led to a higher risk of autism in children, but that
finding was intentionally buried, and the vaccine was given
a free pass.
Of course, mainstream reporters have been mercilessly
attacking Vaxxed, and a segment of the population finds it
impossible to believe that the CDC would ever commit this
kind of fraud.”
To help us know just how capable the CDC is of
committing fraud, Rappoport interviews Sharyl Attkisson,
who was a former star reporter for CBS who was given the
assignment of writing about a “swine flu epidemic” in 2009.
Her findings discovered that there was no real epidemic
at all. She states:
“We discovered through our FOI efforts that before the
CDC mysteriously stopped counting Swine Flu cases, they
had learned that almost none of the cases they had counted
as Swine Flu was, in fact, Swine Flu or any sort of flu at all.”
The story that Attkinson wrote about this false epidemic
was published on the CBS website, but then it was squelched
and never made it on any CBS television or radio broadcast.
Three weeks after Attkinson’s article appeared on the
website, the CDC, rather than admitting fraud, doubled
down on their lie. As Rappaport writes, “If one lie is
exposed, tell an even bigger one. A much bigger one.”
Even though they had stopped counting any cases of
swine flu, they came out with the following outlandish
statement:
“Shockingly, 14 million to 34 million U.S. residents - the
CDC's best guess is 22 million - came down with H1N1
swine flu by Oct. 17 [2009]." ("22 million cases of Swine Flu
in US," by Daniel J. DeNoon). With the CDC keeping the
true Swine Flu stats secret, it meant that many in the public
took and gave their children an experimental vaccine that
may not have been necessary.” [and may have had harmful
side effects.]
Rappaport ends his article with the following statement:
The CDC will lie about anything it wants to. It will boldly go
where no person interested in real science will go. It will
completely ignore its mandate to care about human health,
and it will get away with it. And CBS will conveniently
forget how it aided and abetted the CDC, by censoring real
news, and instead opted for egregious and titanic fake news.
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“Build Baby Build” - But “a Different Type of
Building” is Wanted - Roadblocks seem to be everywhere
else. The following is an update on the Santa Rosa Fires 8 months later:

Coffey Park, Santa Rosa, where 1300 homes were totally destroyed
down to their foundations during the wild fires of Oct. 8, 2017

This update was written June 8, exactly 8 months after the
fires. Our fall newsletter of 2017 quoted from Sonoma
County Supervisor Shirlee Zane and her plan for Coffey
Park to “build, baby, build” but with “a different type of
building” - with high density housing close to mass transit.
This different type of building may be possible now.
After eight months of frustrations and finding out about
more and higher costs, about 40% of the 8,000 people who
lost their homes in the fire are not going to rebuild. The
costs are too high. Most insurance companies do not insure
a home’s foundation because most fires do not destroy the
foundation. So that is an added expense the home owner
has to pay himself - usually costing $100.000 or more.
And with all the “green” policies and regulations in
place, the home owner has to do enormous tests of soil and
water, even down to 30 feet. Each test costs another
several thousand or more. Most insurance policies also do
not pay for those tests.
In the Fountain Grove area, a beautiful hilly area that
looks down on the city of Santa Rosa, 500 homes were
destroyed - most of them million-dollar homes. In parts of
that area water pipelines melted, allowing benzine, a
component of the plastic to seep into the water. It is hard
to get rid of, and it is hard to rebuild or sell the property if
you can’t drink the water. Owners are told it could take
two years to get rid of the benzine.
With all of these extra costs, regulations, fees, and
setbacks, very few homes are actually in the process of
being rebuilt. However, developers who can now buy up
large tracts of land to start building “low cost, high rise,
stack-and-pack housing close to a mass transit train line”
have no problem starting their building projects.

Save the Date and mark
your calendar for our 18th
Annual Constitution Day
Celebration - Sept. 15 9:00
a.m to 4:00 p.m.
(Location and speakers to be announced soon.)
This is the day that Eagle Forum of California has
traditionally had a conference to honor the birthday of our
U.S. Constitution (which was really September 17th, 1787)
the day that the Constitution was finished and signed onto by
all those founding father who had helped write it. We have
always had outstanding speakers to help us remember the
Constitution and our part in trying to preserve it.
47th National Eagle Council in Washington D.C. held on
September 27-30th at the Hilton Crystal City Hotel, Reagan
National Airport, Arlington, VA.
There are always
outstanding speakers. Most people rave about Eagle Council
as one of the best conferences they have ever attended. This
is also excellent for young people who get a special price.
Get your reservations in by June 30th or the price goes up $50.
The price includes all conference speakers plus Friday
dinner, Saturday lunch, Saturday dinner, and Sunday
continental breakfast. The price of the hotel is extra, but there
is always a group rate so it is less expensive. Go to
www.eagleforum.com and click on the icon to register.

Eagle Forum of California
PO Box 5335
Santa Rosa, CA 95402

“Silence in the face of evil is evil itself.
God will not hold us guiltless. Not to speak
is to speak; not to act is to act.“
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, German pastor who boldly
Stood Up to Hitler

Letter to the EDITOR, June 4th “Vote Republican”:
Congratulations to Anne Durham for getting the following
letter to the editor published in the Press Democrat,
Sunday, just before the primary election.
“As a native Californian, I’m appalled at what our state
has become under Democratic Party control. High taxes
used
unwisely,
onerous
regulations,
homeless
encampments and open, widespread drug use overtaking
our cities, lack of sensible planning in our drought-prone
state, a porous southern border letting in drugs, human
traffickers and possible criminals/terrorists who find
refuge in our “sanctuary” state, the dumbing down of
California’s already high standards by the expensive
adoption of Common Core and the widespread forced use
of political correctness to shut down free speech. All tend
to diminish the quality of life of California families.
Isn’t it past time to stop putting Democrats back in
control this election? Fortunately, there are some strong
contenders on the Republican ticket. (She lists many of
those for a state-wide office.)
Continuing to vote a straight Democratic ticket will
continue the erosion of our prosperity and safety here in
California. One definition of insanity is doing the same
thing over and over again and
and expecting things to change
for the better.

